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“Falcon”NE
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item l x w x h in cm
8086 24x20x45 

etagere "Falcon"
massive stainless steel 18/10, highly polished, 
diswasher-safe, food-safe, anti-slip silicone sleeves for 
use with buffet platters included

buffet platter, laminated plastic
laminated plastic, 8 mm thick, dark grey, black 
intermediate ply, break-proof, scratch-proof, diswasher-
safe, antistatic, deburred edges, rounded corners

item version l x w in cm
8006.08 21 80x21 
8006.14 21 91x21 
8006.15 21 102x21 

plate “Rough!”
china, matt black, round, structured surface

item Ø in cm PU
4567.24 24 4 pcs

coup plate “Catering“
china, white, round, flat

item Ø in cm PU
3954.21 21 12 pcs

coup plate “Catering“
china, matt black, round, flat

item Ø in cm PU
3954.23S 23 12 pcs
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“Falcon”

"Falcon" - really detached!
This etagere, inspired by the elegance of a 
falcon, is giving wings to the creativity at 
the buffet. A single one can bear up to three 
plates on its wings or, when used as a duo, 
fitting buffet platters or a combination of 
both can be installed. Anti-slip supports can 
be plugged on if needed and thus provide a 
safe positioning of the platters.

As a high-tea stand, the etagere carries 
plain white coup plates or matt-black plates 
with a slate-like structure. Those plates fit exactly 
into the slots of the wings.

The mirror polished, solid stainless steel (3 mm) punctuates the 
precious impression of the dynamic shape, incorporated handrails 
facilitate the service. This majestic creature is sitting on a stylized 
branch, which also provides a firm stand.

NEW

More buffet platters made of laminated plastic can be found in the main catalogue on pages 48 and 49.

Anti-slip sleeves provide a safe 
positioning of the platters.
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The plateau plates are available  
on page 93 of the main catalogue.

“Flower-Tree“

etagere "Flower-Tree“
massive stainless steel 18/10, smooth finish, polished, 
Ø29 cm, with miniature plates (ca. 9 cm x 7.5 cm)

item height in cm number of levels
2208.13 51.5 13
2208.25 71 25

etagere "Flower-Tree“
in black gift box

item height in cm number of levels
2208.13PB 51.5 13

“Flower-Tree” – a tree to dream of!
On 13 resp. 25 levels, these trees offer the possibility to present and showcase finger 
food, petit-fours and other delicacies. Also a selection of jam in handy jars can be 
presented in an appealing way as well as fresh apples which, placed on the  leaves, 
invite to take one. These masterpieces of craftsmanship also accentuate the beauty 
of each lobby by its decorative character.

The shape of the leaves is based on the already existing plateau plates and “Flower- 
Tower” etageres (main catalogue page 89 and 93). Especially on the buffet this 
opens up the option to arrange the buffet installations diversified but nevertheless 
harmoniously and variable.
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The plateau plates are available  
on page 93 of the main catalogue.
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etagere “Flex-Tree“
massive stainless steel 18/10, smooth finish, polished, Ø 
24 cm, with round discs (Ø 5.5 cm)

item height number of levels
2209.13 53 13
2209.25 72 25

glass miniature plate
glass, 4 mm thick, green, structured, leaf shape

item l x w in cm PU
5037 14x7.5 12 pcs

miniature plate
china, round, flat, Ø 10.5 cm

item colour PU
4606.10 white, glossy 12 pcs
4607.10 black, matt 12 pcs

Plateau plate “DressCoat“
china, white, useable area plateau: Ø 6.5/7.5 cm, also 
useable as a bowl  

item Ø / height in cm content in l PU
4386.01 9/4.5 0.1 12 pcs
4386.02 8/4 0.09 12 pcs

“Flex-Tree“ NEW
The “Flex-Tree” enthuses by its versatility! On these trees, plain discs replace the 
fixed leaves. With a diameter of 5.5 cm, they offer sufficient space to equip the tree 
either with glass, porcelain or stainless steel miniatures. To be on the safe side, 
they can be placed on black or white anti-slip silicone pads. This reduces the sound 
emission and at the same time increases the stability of the used miniatures. 

All trees are made of massive stainless steel and are accurately high gloss polished. 
The 8 mm thick foot is the perfect base and guarantees a safe stand. 

Anti-slip pads made of Silicone can be found  
on page 209 of the main catalogue.
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Anti-slip pads made of Silicone can be found  
on page 209 of the main catalogue.
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"StiXXX"

The indestructibility of laminated platters meets the advantages of plug-in systems. 
The plain displays are loosely stuck together, which ensures a quick and uncomplicated 
set-up as well as a space-saving storage of the single components. Thereby "StiXXX" 
meets in particular the hard requirements of daily use in the catering business.

The heights of the puristic displays match perfectly with other series of the Zieher-
System, by what creates numerous possible combinations. Positioned as an "X" results 
in further presentation possibilities with a particularly slight and filigree alignment. 

The Zieher buffet platters and displays made of 
laminate are usable on both sides by the double-
sided decoration. This exceedingly robust raw 
material is break- and scratch-proofed, antistatic 
and dishwasher safe and thus offers numerous 
advantages compared to other raw materials.

NE
W Buffet platters made of laminated plastic  

are available on page 48/49 of the main catalogue.

item l x w x h in cm
8060.12 20x20x12 
8060.24 20x20x24 
8060.36 20x20x36 

buffet display “StiXXX“
laminated plastic, 8 mm thick, dark grey, black 
intermediate ply, break-proof, scratch-proof, diswasher-
safe, antistatic, deburred edges, rounded corners, 
pluggable - 1 set (2parts)

NE
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glass platter/tray
glass, structured, dark grey, rectangular, with handles

item version l x w x h in cm PU
5021.01 1/1 GN 53x32.5 x 2 3 pcs
5021.02 1/2 GN 32.5x26.5 x 2 4 pcs
5021.03 2/4 GN 53x16 x 2 4 pcs

Platters and bowls made of grey glass
The gold-plated napkin ring “Reef“  

is available on page 10.
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XXL-bowl made of grey glass

This monumental bowl made of dark grey glass arches like a sculpture and melts 
optically with crushed ice to stage classy seafood or champagne in an opulent way.

 In combination with the Zieher rechargeable LEDs, which perfectly accentuate the 
irregular structure of the glass, the presentation becomes even more dramatic! This 
effect is further intensified by the optical refraction of the ice.

This impressive bowl with a diameter of 82 cm can be placed free-standing on the 
floor by using the fitting rack (Art. 8213). But also right at the buffet table or ar-
ranged together with the stands of the "Crossline" series in different heights, these 
designer pieces know how to impress. 

buffet bowl
glass, 8 mm thick, dark grey, round, structured, delivery 
in strong wooden box

item Ø in cm height in cm
5704 82 15

NEW

buffet stand “Crossline“
galvanised steel, matt black (powder coating), square, 
hinged beams on top

item l x w x h in cm l x w in cm (on top)
8320.15 41.5x41.5x15.5 34x34
8320.31 49.5x49.5x31 34x34

rack for XXL-bowl
steel, matt black (powder-coated), three-part for self-
assembly, adjustable feet for firm positioning on most 
surfaces, for XXL-bowls item 8212.D and 5704  

item l x w x h in cm
8213 70x70x57 

The rechargeable LED-light item 8150  
is available on page 45 of the main catalogue.

More variations of the buffet stands “Crossline“ are available on page 14 of the main catalogue.   7



“Eddy” - miniNE
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The basic material for this development worker for wine 
is extremely robust, high-grade borosilicate glass. 
This type of glass, which stands out due to its dense 
structure, extraordinary transparency and hardness, 
is the precondition for the implementation of the 
introversive swirl elements. In an interplay with 
light and the contained wine, they also create 
visually interesting colour reflections 
and almost graphic effects.

The small “Eddy” - mini is perfectly suitable for the decanting of 
wines by the glass or little bottles. Thereby the ideal charge to 

maximise the content of oxygen is 0,375 ltr. The compact design 
is perfectly suited to decant white wines first and then to temper in a 

wine cooler. By the extravagant character of these design elements, even 
high end cocktails and other exotic creations can be staged appropriately.

decanter/carafe “Eddy“ - mini
borosilicate glass, transparent, handblown

decanter/carafe “Eddy“ - mini
borosilicate glass, transparent, handblown

decanter/carafe “Eddy”-mini 
with VISION “Straight”
including:
1 decanter/carafe “Eddy” - mini 
borosilicate glass, Ø 12 cm, height 25 cm,  
content bowl approx. 0.8 l
2 wine glasses VISION “Straight” 
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown,  
Ø 9 cm, height 27 cm, content 540 ml
1 set in black gift box

item Ø in cm height in cm content (bowl) in l
4891 12 25 approx. 0.8

item Ø in cm height in cm content (bowl) in l
4891.PB 12 25 approx. 0.8

item PU
4892.PB 1 set (3 parts)

4884.PB

4891.PB

Please note:
The ideal charge to provide a maxi-

mum of oxidation is 0,375 ltr.

Design: Silvio Nitzsche

GIFT BOX
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item Ø in cm height in cm PU
4884.PB 17 35 1 set (2 parts)

The volume of the big “Eddy” has been dimensioned in a way that, with a filling of up 
to 1,5 litres, the extension of the wine’s surface becomes as large as possible. Due 
to the flattened bottom, this respirator stands safely and straight, the in the gift box 
enclosed collar made of matt black silicone also allows an inclined positioning.

decanter/carafe “Eddy“
borosilicate glass, transparent, handblown

pedestal/ring
silicone, Ø 13.4 cm, optionally available pedestal for 
positioning the decanter “Eddy“ (Art.-Nr. 4883) und 

“Star“ (Art.-Nr. 4947) at an angle.

decanter/carafe “Eddy” with ring
set consists of:  
decanter made of borosilicate glass, transparent, 
handblown, approx. 2.3 l content  
ring made of silicone, black,  
1 set in black gift box

“The decanter “Eddy” defines 
the world of extreme wine in-
struments in a completely new 
way. Their functionality has 
seldom been united with an aes-
thetic language of design in such 
a spellbinding way. The matchlessly 
fast-paced development of structure, 
which all wines undergo in that respira-
tor, is really fascinating! Once rotating in this 
texture stimulator, due to the thousand-fold 
swirls at the conical indentations, the wine goes 
through a process, whose behavior is equivalent to an oxidation reaction of several 
hours, within a few seconds.”

Silvio Nitzsche - WEIN | KULTUR | BAR - Dresden

“Eddy” - development aid worker

For further information about „Eddy“ please have a look at:   
www.zieher.com/de/highlights/eddy

The illuminable collar art.-no. 8153.01PB is available on page 11.

item Ø in cm height in cm content in l
4883 17 33 approx. 2.3

item colour PU
a) 4682.S black 3 pcs
b) 4682.W white 3 pcs

decanter dry rack "Stablo"
stainless steel 18/10, polished, 8 mm thick, with 6 
anti-slip rubber caps, suitable for decanters “Eddy“ item 
4883, "Star" item 4947&nbsp;and “Pebble“ item 4890

item Ø top/bottom in cm height in cm PU
8014.20PB 23 20 1 pc

GIFT BOX
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Care instructions decanter: Looking at “Star” and ”Eddy”, almost everybody, who already gained experience with decanters, 
will intuitively ask how to clean it. Many decanters have the nature, in particular when used for red wines, to absorb the colour 
pigments and to show light grey or brown surface layers after a certain usage. Most of these carafes have microscopically 
seen a rough surface, which leftovers of the wine might adhere to and cause an unattractive appearance of the decanters 
With our decanters made of borosilicate glass, this effect might appear after a much longer period due to the extremely 
smooth and repellent surface of this high-quality laboratory glass. In case it actually happens, these traces can easily be 
removed by using a mixture of citric acid and water. After a 2 hours´ residence time, the problem should be solved. The 
optionally available drying rack (suitable for the decanters “Pebble”, “Eddy” 
and „Star“) made of highly polished stainless steel facilitates the drying 
of the decanters after rinsing (page 9). 

Non-skid caps, made of matt black silicone, ensure a safe 
stand and keep the decanter in the desired position.

napkin ring “Reef“
in black gift box

napkin ring “Reef“
pewter, real gold coated (18 ct), surface smooth, food-
safe, not dishwasher-safe

item Ø in cm length in cm PU
2317.GPB 5.5x3.5 7.5 2 pcs

item Ø in cm length in cm PU
2317.G 5.5x3.5 7.5 2 pcs

NE
W
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This new version of the basic ring for the “Eddy” (item 4883) and “Star” (item 4947) decanters offers the chance to put served 
wine into the spotlight.

The rechargeable Zieher LED-light (item 8150) fits exactly into the cavity at the bottom part of the ring and thus can put the 
served wine inside the decanter into the limelight. In the beginning the illumination effect in the filled decanter can be very 
unobtrusive when serving strongly pigmented red wine. But at a decreasing level the play of light and colours becomes more and 
more intense in an exciting way. These accessories are also suitable to illuminate glass bowls and – platters. In combination with 
the ring, the LED-light and remote control still maintain their known options, such as adjustable brightness, 7 different colours and 
various colour changing functions. Detailled information about the Zieher rechargeable LED-light can be found on page 45 of the 
main catalogue. All components (ring, light, remote control and charger) are available either as single parts or as a set in a gift box.

Attention please! The chargers in the gift box are equipped with a EU plug, chargers with US resp. UK plugs are available upon 
request.

basic ring with LED-light
set consists of:
ring made of silicone, black
rechargeable LED-light incl. charging device EU and 
remote control
1 set in black gift box

pedestral/ring, illuminatable
silicone, black, Ø 15.2 cm, optionally available pedestal 
for positioning the decanter "Star" item 4947 and "Eddy" 
item 4883 at an angle, suitable for rechargeable LED-
light item 8150

item Ø in cm height in cm
4679.S 15.2 5.5

item PU
8153.01PB 1 set (4 parts)

Spot on! – basic ring with LED-light NEW

Please find here a detailed description of the rechargeable LEDs in PDF format.

GIFT BOX
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FRESH
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

STRAIGHT
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

INTENSE
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

For opulent, great growth, powerful white and red 
wines, rustic, acidic white and red wines, young and 
middle aged Bordeaux wines

The tapering neck of this glass intensifies the aroma 
mole cules, which are positively hurled out of the glass. 
The acidity is harmoniously structured in the fruit bou-
quet and completes the opulent overall sensation of 
strength. The glass provides intensive oxidation, making 
it ideal for any wine that can be decanted or served in 
carafes. 

For pure grape varieties and fruity / aromatic red and 
white wines

The characteristics of the wine are reflected harmoni-
ously one-to-one in this glass. The authenticity of the 
aroma culture of a grape variety is made discernible and 
presented in an unpretentious way, which makes this 
glass particularly suitable for all types of authentic grape  
varieties such as Riesling or Sauvignon Blanc. Light,  
aromatic red wines are transformed into pure drinking 
enjoyment.

For extremely fresh white wines, Prosecco or any va-
riety of sparkling wine, light rosé wines

The wide opening of this glass allows the carbon dioxide 
in sparkling wines to gently evaporate. This prevents the 
aroma perception of the nose from being broadsided by a 
concentration of carbon dioxide, which is often the case 
with classic sparkling wine glasses. The glass provides the 
palate with a centralised aroma concentration, which al-
lows the wine to express its exquisitely lively, refreshing 
and light character. The development of the flavour-car-
rying, freshly acidic structures is encouraged, and indi-
vidual features of the bouquet are brought into focus.

The VISION series is predestined for wine and has 
been created to perfectly represent its different 
facets. In addition to this, the glasses offer an 

extraordinary platform for small delicacies 
or complimentary dishes from the chef. 
The harmonic wavy shape of the bot-

tom creates an eye-catching ring when 
filled with spume or liquids. The de-

pression in its centre provides space for 
amuse bouches or decorative highlights.

The Zieher Food - V I S I O N

For distributors: Sample case VISION item 5661.01.
We will be happy to inform you!

Get to know VISION! The glasses FRESH, STRAIGHT, INTENSE and BALANCED are also available in a single package.

item Ø / height in cm content in ml PU
5480.01 8 / 24 approx. 340 2 pcs
5480.01-1 8 / 24 approx. 340 1 pc

item Ø / height in cm content in ml PU
5480.02 9 / 27 approx. 540 2 pcs
5480.02-1 9 / 27 approx. 540 1 pc

item Ø / height in cm content in ml PU
5480.03 10.5 / 28 approx. 640 2 pcs
5480.03-1 10.5 / 28 approx. 640 1 pc
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BALANCED
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown RICH

crystalline glass, transparent, handblown
NOSTALGIC
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

For cocktails or as a food glass

The wide chalice is perfect for elegant presentations 
of creative cocktails, spectacular hors d‘oeuvres or 
sophisticated sweets. Ideal in combination with SIDE for 
plain water, for easy service distinguishing both types of 
water.

For carbonated mineral water and soft drinks

Complementing the wine glass series, this glass is the 
tasteful companion for a stylish presentation of car-
bonated mineral water and soft drinks. The carbon diox-
ide is harmonised and the acids and mineral elements of 
fine sources are delivered to the tongue and the palate in 
a refreshing way, without being intrusive.

For fortified, sweet and dessert wines and any type 
of distilled beverages

A glass for the majority of heavyweight or high-proof 
drinks. The small presentation surface ensures that the 
wine or brandy does not become overly concentrated, so 
that the heavyweight aromatic elements are released in 
a nuanced way. Due to the glass having a narrow ope-
ning, the nose cannot go in very far, which prevents the 
perceiving mucous membranes from receiving a barrage 
of alcohol.

For white and red Burgundy, great Piedmontese 
wines, highly complex but sensitive white and red 
wines, extremely opulent rosé wines and old vintage 
champagne

A perfect glass for wine that is not for decanting because 
of its sensitive structure, but still requires a great deal of 
air. This crystal emanates pure consonance. Even with 
discordant wines, it succeeds in creating a concentrated 
and highly elegant impression. This glass turns wine into 
a complete aromatic experience, without overdoing it.

Please note: Care instructions are enclosed in the packing units!

item Ø / height in cm content in ml PU
5480.04 12 / 25 approx. 850 2 pcs
5480.04-1 12 / 25 approx. 850 1 pc

item Ø / height in cm content in ml PU
5480.05 7 / 23 approx. 280 2 pcs

item Ø / height in cm content in ml PU
5480.06 10.5 / 16.5 approx. 250 2 pcs

V I S I O N

SIDE
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

item height in cm content in ml PU
5480.07 9 / 10.5 approx. 480 2 pcs
5480.07-6 9 / 10.5 approx. 480 6 pcs

NEW
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4776 + 4880.26 4778 + 4880.264776 + 4852

glass cloche
borosilicate glass, transparent, handblown, handmade

“Solid”

stacking ring “Solid“
walnut wood, oiled, not dishwasher-safe, with stacking 
rim to place cloches

cutting board “Solid“
walnut (end grain), oiled, stackable, not dishwasher-safe, 
with juice rim/groove to place cloches

cutting board “Solid“
in black gift box

bowl “Solid“
walnut, oiled, not dishwasher-safe, with stacking rim to 
place cloches

item Ø in cm height in cm
4778 29 8.3

item Ø in cm height in cm
4777 29 8.3

item Ø in cm height in cm
4776 29 4.9

Please note: 
The Zieher cutting boards are oiled. The use 
naturally wears down their surfaces. In case of 
smaller abrasions, rub down the surface with a 
thin layer of vegetable oil or special care oil for 
wooden kitchen countertops to refresh the sur-
face. The above mentioned items are not dish-
washer-safe. Please check the enclosed leaflet 
for detailed care instructions.

Further sizes and variations of the cloches are available in our main catalogue on pages 118/119 and 172 to 179.

NE
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item  in cm height in cm
4880.26 26 approx. 41-44

item Ø in cm height in cm
4852 26 43

glass cloche
clear glass, handblown, with round handle

item Ø in cm height in cm
4776.PB 29 4.9

buffet platter, glass
special hardened safety glass, 49 cm long, 21 cm wide, 
4 mm thick, with 2 concave cutouts, rounded edges, 
polished rim, dishwasher-safe, rubber feet included 
(adhesive), underside scratch-proof

item colour
1668.20 black
1670.20 white
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4777 + 4778 4776 + 4777 + 4778 4777 + 4778 4776 + 4777 + 4778 4880.26 + 4776 + 4777 + 4778 

“Solid”

The high-quality cutting board made of fine end grain walnut wood is much more than a shapely and elegant kitchen aid. This 
product only unfolds its full potential in connection with the respective stacking rings and bowls. All parts have a groove at the 
top, which allows quick and easy stacking of the various items, even in mixed arrangement. 

The milled groove of the cutting board serves on the one hand as a juice groove, on the other hand as a receptacle for various glass 
cloches. Thus aromatic types of cheese can be presented. A classic cloche made of handblown glass or an extravagant organically 
shaped cover made of highly durable borosilicate glass protects and stages the food at the same time. The stacking ring creates 
different levels of presentation when used in a clustered arrangement of cutting boards and trays. Also, the capacity of the bowls 
can be increased so as to present, for example, long baguettes. 

Accurately fitting connection plates made of hardened, white or black coloured glass, can be slid 
exactly into the grooves of the stacked rings and thus work as buffet platters between the 

columns. This creates additional space and raises the flexibility of this system at the same 
time. Additional sizes of these plates, made of the same type of glass (main catalogue page 
50/51), offer a nice supplementation and allow an optically balanced buffet presentation. 

The system blends in harmoniously into the walnut wood series “Solid“. Using further sizes 
of the glass cloches allow impressive arrangements on the buffet. 

Cutting board, ring and bowl are sealed with high quality oils. Especially 
regarding the cutting board, this enables the simple refurbishment of 
the surface from traces of daily wear and tear.

NEW
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zieher.com

You will find our complete range in the main 
catalogue 2020. Order your copy now!

Also available:  
Our wine leaflet "FOR WINE LOVERS“

interactive 
catalogue

zieher.com catalogue

FOR 
WINE 
LOVERS

2 0 2 0
P R O F E S S I O N A L

Zieher KG 
Kulmbacher Str. 15 
95502 Himmelkron 
GERMANY

Tel.: +49 9273/92 73 30 
Fax: +49 9273/92 73 74 

info@zieher.com 
WWW.ZIEHER.COM

item l x w in cm
4780.46 46.3x23.2 
4780.67 67.5x23 

serving tray "Solid"
walnut, oiled, not dishwasher-safe, with changeable 
insert made of black coloured ceramic

NEW

Enjoyment in a pentagon
These classy service platters take effect by their exceptional shape and the stylish 
combination of oiled walnut wood and slate grey ceramics.

Available in two different sizes for just one or more persons, single courses right up to 
mixed arrangements - so-called "sharing plates" - can be staged appealingly.

For bigger buffet set-ups, several plates can be arranged space-saving and thus pro-
vide an extraordinary structuring of the buffet spaces.  The pentagonal design allows 
numerous arrangements - as a result, beautiful presentation areas for regional delica-
cies, desserts, antipasti and much more can be created.

The projecting handle permits an easy removal of the insert and thus allows an un-
complicated cleaning of the thin but very robust ceramic.

“Solid”

serving tray
coloured ceramic, 6 mm thick, black, dishwasher-safe

item l x w in cm
4780.46S 39x19.5 
4780.67S 59x29 


